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Rug Knowledge Training
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We’re the Designers & Manufacturers. 

In-house, turnkey design and manufacturing resources allow Feizy to expedite 
the production lifecycle, delivering your product before many of our competitors 
have even delivered designs to their contract-based manufacturers. Our 
corporate design team is in constant communication with domestic and 
overseas facilities, including our company-owned manufacturing facility. There,  
we power-loom our own rugs, ensuring that colors, designs and textures are 
always on-trend. Our direct manufacturing capabilities allow us to efficiently 
and effectively produce the most inspired, highest-quality merchandise for  
our customers.

We’re Artisans Supporting Artists. 

From the designers that imaginatively place our products to the weavers that 
deftly craft each rug in our line, Feizy has a long history of supporting the art of 
rug making and the artistry of the people building beautiful spaces from the rug 
up. The Feizy family has set the industry standard for marrying amazing quality to 
design. Using skilled craftsmen across three continents, the company remains 
committed to pushing the envelope of new constructions while perfecting and 
preserving the art of rug making as we know it.

We’re a Family Providing for Families.

In the least developed countries where we manufacture, one child out of every 
four is involved in some form of dangerous labor. Feizy is committed to ending 
this practice. Our facilities never use child labor. Moreover, we proudly support 
The Global Fund for Children (GFC), an organization empowering groups that 
address the root causes of the issue. In partnership with GFC, Feizy is helping 
to create opportunities for children regardless of race, class or gender. With the 
help and support of this amazing organization, Feizy hopes to see the end of 
child exploitation in developing nations.

WE'RE PROUD TO PARTNER WITH YOU
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FEIZY VALUE 
PROPOSITION

PARTNERSHIP 
Building relationships that 
are best for your business

REVENUE 
The right solutions to 
increase your margin

AGILITY 
Agency-level marketing power 

and digital development

OWNERSHIP 
Ongoing engagement to 

optimize your sales

LOYALTY 
Incentive programs to build 

your business
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Pictured: Vardo 6105F Rust/Multi
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ORIENTAL RUG HISTORY

Carpet and rug fragments dating back to the 4th and 5th centuries B.C.E have 
been found in China, Russia, Syria, and Iraq.

The origin of the Persian knotted rug is 
shrouded in mystery. However, we do know 
that the earliest pile-woven rug dates back 
to the 5th century B.C.E. It was discovered 
frozen in a Scythian burial site in the Altay 
Mountains of Siberia near the northeastern 
border of Mongolia. Modern carbon dating has 
placed it at 2,500 years old. The discovery of 
the Pazyryk rug proved that pile weaving is an 
ancient craft.

The size of the Pazyryk carpet was 6' by 6', and 
was woven with symmetric knots of about 200-
225 knots per square inch. The design has a 
dominant tile-work central motif surrounded by 
borders featuring rows of elk and horsemen.

An Oriental rug is defined as a handmade piled or flat woven fabric made from natural 
fibers (most commonly wool or silk). Genuine “Oriental rugs” come from the “Rug 
Belt” of Afghanistan, China, India, Iran, Nepal, Pakistan, Romania, Tibet, Turkey and 
some of the southern territories of the old Soviet Union (like Azerbaijan and Armenia).

Even though it has Persian motifs, the source of Pazyryk carpet is uncertain. Some scholars 
believe that it was made in Persia and was imported. Others disagree and believe it was 
made near the area where it was found. Currently, the Pazyryk carpet is displayed in the 
Hermitage Museum in St. Petersburg, Russia.

Art for the Floor

The Pazyryk carpet dates back to the 5th century B.C.E.
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PARTS OF A RUG

Generally, rugs are comprised of two sections: the border and the field. The border is the 
main decorative design that surrounds the rug. Some rugs also have guard borders; these 
are narrow decorative designs adjacent to the main border. The field is the area of the rug 
located within the borders. This can sometimes contain an all over pattern or a medallion, 
which is most often a round, oval, or polygonal design.

These two parts are also important in identifying the rug. The dominant color in the field 
and border respectively become the name of the rug. For example, in Anders 6873F Beige/
Charcoal (pictured above), beige is the dominant color of the field and charcoal is the 
dominant color of the border.
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THE DESIGN

Just as an architect needs a blueprint, the weaver must also have a plan as to how the 
finished rug should look. There are two popular ways of doing this: cartoon mapping and 
Talim cards.

With Talim cards, one person reads the color and the number of knots to several weavers, 
who then follow the instruction of the reader. When employing this method, it is possible 
that the weaver might never know what the finished product will look like until it has 
actually been completed!

The most commonly used technique, cartoon mapping, is a full-scale graph paper chart 
that tells the weaver what color each knot is to be. Each tiny square represents one knot. 
For rugs that have symmetry in design, the plate usually illustrates one quarter of the 
rug. Famous artists and designers often draw the cartoons, which are mostly used in 
workshops and master workshops. Designs of smaller tribal rugs are usually woven from 
memory, often handed down from father to son and mother to daughter.
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PICKING THE PERFECT PIECE

There are three things to consider when looking for the perfect rug: color, 
style, size...and (off the record) TIME! 

Some styles, like 0562F from Feizy’s Santino collection, have multiple color variations.

Color
 
Select the rug color from your upholstery, draperies, wallpaper or other dominant color in 
the room. For a more dramatic and “professionally decorated” look, match the rug with an 
accent color from your decor. Once the rug is placed in the room, it will beautifully contrast 
with the overall design. To ensure color matches, keep a pillow or swatch of fabric on hand 
during your rug search. Colors will appear different under varied lighting and the samples 
will help find the perfect match.

Why Color is Important
 
In today's fashion world, there are no fast and hard color rules by which to live. Matching 
colors (blue and blue), complimentary colors (blue and yellow), contrasting colors 
(black and white), or any current color trend are all good choices for your customer's 
rug purchase. Help guide them towards bold color choices if they are looking to define 
different areas (living, dining, etc.) in an open space floor plan.

• Lead with asking about the customer's color preferences
• Let them know that any color choice is valid
• Bold colors can help define open spaces
• It's important to facilitate what THEY think looks best for their space.
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THE STYLE

With thousands of rug designs and styles today, choosing a rug can be quite difficult. 
Decide first if you would rather have a traditional, transitional, or contemporary rug. This 
will help to narrow your search and define your possibilities in rug designs. 

Traditional Rugs

Traditional rugs, while normally used in more formal environments, can find a home in 
casual spaces too. These styles can be modern interpretations of time-honored designs 
or the same colors and patterns handed down and used for centuries. Traditional rugs 
showcase intricate patterns and complex motifs. Common examples include vines, floral 
elements and central medallions in shapes like circles, hexagons, and octagons.

Ustad 6109F Steel/Chocolate from Feizy's Lifestyles collections demonstrates a modern color palette applied to a 
traditional style. Notice how the rug elements, while individually interesting, create a unique pattern masterfully 
combined in the overall composition.
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Transitional Rugs

Contemporary Rugs

Transitional rugs take traditional elements and reinterpret them for new environments and 
unique applications. Some transitional rugs will maintain characteristics of the traditional 
style and exclude others to maintain a less formal approach to design.

Contemporary rugs are characterized by bold, asymmetric patterns, free-form geometry, 
and stark, contrasting colors. While contemporary styles can harken back to a particular 
time period or tone, these rugs are the punctuation for today's interior design statements.

Escalante 6125F Steel/Gray uses a traditional border, 
fringe, and floral elements, but has a distressed pattern 
without contrast between the border and the field. This 
creates a more unified piece for a modern setting.

Arazad 8446F Gray/Gold uses alternating geometric 
shapes to create artistic dissonace that keeps the eye 
moving around the piece.

Carina 4134F Indigo/White uses symmetrical floral 
patterns and intricate line work paying homage to old-
world aesthetic. However, this style avoids a traditional 
border creating an eye-catching, edge-to-edge design.

Inspired by 1960's mod patterns, Brixton 3597F Maize 
reimagines  the styles of yesteryear to create an aesthetic 
that fits decor both old and new. 
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Wool is extremely durable and will outlast synthetic rugs. Wool rugs can be 
passed down to children and grandchildren as heirlooms.

THE CONSTRUCTION

Fibers

Why Wool?

Sheep from different regions have wool that work best for different types of rugs. For 
example, wool from South America is excellent for rug construction, but has to be shipped to 
Asia increasing cost. However, New Zealand wool is regarded as the best for softness and 
quality in the world. After wool is sheared, an expert carder will inspect it for imperfections 
and remove unviable strands.

Silk is a component that adds an air of elegance to a rug and high-end rugs can be made 
with over 80% silk. As an approachable alternative, some manufacturers use viscose, a 
faux-silk with almost identical qualities.

Rug yarn can be either machine-spun or hand-spun. Hand-spun threads are more expensive, 
but in the hands of a master, completely worth the price.

Soft and luxurious, wool is the softest fiber used in the rug industry. Resilient fibers in wool 
resist wrinkles and spring back to shape quickly when walked upon. Because the fiber 
is strong and complex, wool resists soiling. The fiber’s scale-like qualities act as a roof 
and keep dirt near the surface of the rug making it easy to vacuum. Additionally, wool’s 
durable, multi-part fiber resists everyday wear. Rugs made from wool also repel moisture 
and stains because the fibers are coated with a thin membrane that sheds water more 
readily than other materials. Wool fibers do not support combustion and will resist ignition 
unlike fuel-based fibers. Lastly, wool absorbs noise reducing unwanted echoes. 
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Polypropylene 

Polypropylene, also known as olefin, 
is a synthetic fiber that comes from 
petroleum products and is the most 
widely used rug fiber material after 
nylon. 

RESILIENT

The dye used for polypropylene is 
color-fast and resistant to fading. 
Consequently, polypropylene rugs can 
be used in an area often exposed to 
direct sunlight.

VERSATILE

Higher quality synthetic rugs try to 
match the softness of wool providing 
warmth and luxury at a fraction of the 
cost. 

LOW MAINTAINENCE

 
Polypropylene rugs are nearly stain-
proof, easy to clean, and resistant to 
damage from many chemicals. Because 
polypropylene fibers are non-porous, 
moisture is pulled towards the ends of 
the strands instead of being absorbed 
into the pile. As a result, synthetic rugs 
are resistant to mildew caused by 
deeply-set moisture. 

Pictured: Sorel 3364F Pewter
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HAND-KNOTTED RUGS 
Generally speaking, Hand-knotted rugs are the most durable 
rugs with regard to construction. Construction qualities can 
range from very high to very low, not only in knot count, but also 
when describing the wool or other materials used in the weaving 
of the rug. Depending on the overall quality of the rug and the 
care you give it, hand-knotted pieces can last for generations.

Pictured: Neela 6195F Cerulean

Key Features
 
DISTINCT DESIGN

Hand-knotted rugs typically have a more defined and distinctive 
design than hand-tufted or power-loomed rugs. This has to do 
with the way they are made and the knot size. The smaller the 
knot, the more detailed the rug.

FINE ART FOR THE FLOOR

Each rug is handmade. As a result, every rug is technically “one of a 
kind.” When dressing a room, the rug should be the first purchase 
or “focal point”. Find a rug you LOVE and build the room around it! 
It’s much easier to match paint and fabric to a rug than the reverse.  

HIGH PERCEIVED VALUE & RESALE VALUE

Hand-knotted rugs are by far higher in quality than power-
loomed rugs. These investments have a high resale value and, 
if cared for properly, will last for decades.

DID YOU KNOW?

Hand-knotted rugs are the most labor intensive of all construction 
types. For example, one 9' x 12' rug can take four people up to 
six months to produce!
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TUFTED RUGS 

Key Features
 
QUALITY WITHOUT COMPROMISE

Tufted rugs are handmade but a more affordable alternative 
than their hand-knotted counterparts. The construction process 
of using a tufting gun rather than tying each knot by hand saves 
time and reduces the end cost of the rug.

UNLIMITED DESIGNS AND COLORS

Because they take less time to produce, hand-tufted pieces can 
follow the latest fads and color trends. Whereas a hand-knotted 
rug might take months or years to produce, hand-tufted rugs 
usually take only a matter of days or weeks.

OPTIONS TO FIT YOUR SPACE

The fringe on a hand tufted rug is artificial and can be removed—
the rug is constructed on a stretched canvas rather than on a 
loom containing warp strings.

DID YOU KNOW?

You can always identify a hand tufted rug by the canvas backing—
this backing is sealed on at the end to protect the wool and keep 
the rug intact.

Pictured: Eaton 8399F Gray

While handmade in quality, these rugs are not knotted by hand 
and are made with the assistance of a tufting gun. Hand-tufted 
rugs are often less expensive than hand-knotted pieces and can 
often be more fashion oriented. As with hand-knotted rugs, there 
is a wide range of qualities offered within the tufted category, 
including variations by pile fiber types and the density of the tufts. 
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MACHINE-MADE RUGS 
Power-loomed and machine-made rugs are woven on machines 
often controlled by computers. There are varying qualities of power-
loomed rugs. Density, fiber content, and number of colors used are all 
considered in determining the rug’s quality. Because machine-made 
rugs can be produced in a matter of minutes, these pieces are often 
much more fashion oriented toward the trends of the day. The resources 
and time invested in creating a machine-made rug are generally much 
less than those required for hand-knotted or even hand-tufted product. 
That investment is reflected in the cost of each rug.

Key Features
 
HATE TO WAIT?

Machine-made rugs are extremely affordable due to quick 
production and turnaround time. These rugs often take much 
less time to produce than their handmade or tufted counterparts.

LONG-TERM RELIABILITY

Machine-made rugs allow for consistent color, unlimited patterns, 
and endless designs. Customers can match colors time after 
time with little to no variation.

LOW MAINTENANCE

Synthetic fibers, like polypropylene, are durable and easily 
cleaned. Ideal for high-traffic areas of the room, polypropylene 
sheds very little if at all.

Pictured: Fiona 3267F Smoke
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Size

Rugs add impact by enhancing the decor that lies above it. Determining where the rug will 
be placed is crucial to deciding the size of the rug you purchase. For example, in a 4' x 6' 
foyer, a 3' x 5' rug would look most appropriate. Any smaller and the rug makes no visual 
impact. Any larger and you lose the “framing” effect a rug creates on the flooring below.

Can't find your size?

Take advantage of Feizy's Custom Design Services! Feizy makes it easy to design 
your own rug. Choose from four popular solutions: recreate any rug from our active 
collections with a new construction, customize the color, size, or develop anentirely 
new design to meet your needs. 

CHOOSING A RUG

 Shape Suggested Sizes* Use in

Rectangle

2' x 3'
3' x 5' 
4' x 6' 
5' x 8'
8' x 10'
10' x 12'

Living Room
Dining Room
Foyer/Entryway
Office

Round
6' Round
8' Round
10' Round

Dining Room
Foyer/Entryway

Square 9' Square
Living Room
Dining Room
Office

Runner

2'6" x 6' Runner
2'6" x 8' Runner
2'6" x 10' Runner
2'6" x 12' Runner  
2'6" x 14' Runner

Foyer/Entryway
Hallways
Living Room
Bedroom
Kitchen

Hides
6' x 9' Hide Shape
Varies by collection

Living Room
Bedroom
Office

*More sizes available. Not all rugs are available in all sizes. Additionally, because some of our rugs are handmade, 
some sizes may vary slightly from dimensions listed
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For smaller living rooms, or if you'd rather not have furniture on your rug aside from a 
coffee table, use a 5' x 8' rug. If you prefer the front legs of your furniture on the rug, go 
with at least an 8' x 11'. For oversized furniture or to create a defined space, choose a 
9'6" x 13'6" or larger.

Living Room

5' x 8'
Tivoli 8214F Twilight

8'6" x 11'6" 
Emerson 3550F Cream/Blue

CHOOSING A RUG
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9'6" x 13'6" 
Soma 8348F Ivory

96" x 13'6" 
Fiona 3265F Smoke
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8' Round
Eaton 8399F Gray

10' Round 
Lorrain  8571F Blush

Small Tables
For smaller tables and dining rooms, use a round, square, or 5' x 8' rug.

Dining Room

CHOOSING A RUG
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5' x 8'
Raphia II 3284F Tan/Cotton

9' Square 
Santino 0562F Denim
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Large Tables
For larger dining rooms and tables for six or more people, use a 7'9" x 9'9" or larger to 
frame the table and chairs. Remember to leave enough room for chairs to slide without 
catching the edge of the rug!

Dining Room

7'9" x 9'9" 
Piraj 6451F Red/Red

8' x 11' 
Fairview 8683F Teal

CHOOSING A RUG
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9'6" x 13'6"
Escalante 6137F Ivory/Gold

8'6" x 11'6"
Zenas 6262F Haze
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9'6" x 13'6" 
Gustavia 3454F Flamingo

King Bed
For king and queen sized beds, layer the rug horizontally underneath. A king size bed calls 
for at least an 8' x 10' and usually a 9' x 12'. Anything smaller will appear out of proportion.

Bedroom

CHOOSING A RUG
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8'6" x 11'6" 
Azeri I 3845F Black/Ecru

Queen Bed
Both an 8' x 10' and 9' x 12' will work, but remember the larger rug has the effect of 
making the room look bigger. 
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8' x 11' 
Reagan 8685F Gray

5' x 8' 
Leon 0116F Aqua/White

Full/Twin Bed
Use a 5' x 8' for full and twin sized beds. Layer the 
rug horizontally underneath or use a runner next 
to a bed against the wall.

Bedroom

CHOOSING A RUG
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2'6" x 6' Runner
Indochine 4550F Teal

8' x 11' 
Alexia 4153F Sunset/Multi
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When choosing a rug for your home office, consider the size 
of the room, whether or not you'll have chairs for clients, and 
if you want those chairs on the rug as well. Use a 5' x 8' for 
smaller offices and an 8' x 10' for larger areas.

Home Office

7'9" x 9'9" 
Cannes 3688F Blue/Beige

5' x 8' 
Azeri I 3845F Black/Ecru

CHOOSING A RUG
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General Information: Proper care and maintenance will greatly enhance both the beauty and life of 
the rug. In addition to normal wear and tear, central heating, air conditioning, direct sunlight, heat, 
household chemicals and other factors can have a negative effect, including damaging or destroying a 
rug. For rugs laid atop carpeting, do not conduct any cleaning and/or maintenance prior to removing the 
rug from the carpet and do not return the rug until completely dry as applying moisture to the rug while 
still on the wall-to-wall carpet could cause the colors in both the rug and carpeting to react to each other. 
No child labor was involved in the production of this rug.
 
Información General: El cuidado y mantenimiento adecuados mejorarán en gran medida la belleza y 
la vida útil de la alfombra. Además del desgaste normal, la calefacción central, el aire acondicionado, 
la luz del sol directa, el calor, los químicos de uso doméstico y otros factores pueden producir un efecto 
negativo, incluido el daño o destrucción de la alfombra. En el caso de las alfombras colocadas encima 
de un piso alfombrado, no realice ningún tipo limpieza y/o mantenimiento antes de retirar la alfombra 
del piso alfombrado y no vuelva a colocar la alfombra hasta que esté completamente seco, ya que si 
aplica humedad a la alfombra cuando se apoya sobre el alfombrado podría hacer que los colores de 
ambas alfombras reaccionen entre sí. No hubo trabajo infantil involucrado en la producción de esta 
alfombra.

Informations Générales: Des soins et un entretien appropriés amélioreront grandement la beauté et 
la durée de vie du tapis. En plus de l'usure normale, le chauffage centrale, la climatisation, la lumière 
directe du soleil, la chaleur, les produits chimiques ménagers et d'autres facteurs peuvent avoir un 
effet négatif, notamment en endommageant ou en détruisant un tapis. Pour les tapis posés sur de la 
moquette, n'effectuez pas de nettoyage et/ou d'entretien avant d'enlever le tapis de la moquette et ne 
remettez pas le tapis jusqu'à ce qu'elle soit complètement sèche car appliquer de l'humidité au tapis 
lorsqu'il est toujours posés sur de la moquette mur à mur pourrait provoquer une réaction des couleurs 
du tapis et de la moquette. Aucune main-d'œuvre enfantine n'a été impliquée dans la production de ce 
tapis.

Disclaimers and Limitations on Warranty: due to the nature of these products, color and size 
may vary. Limited implied warranty of merchantability: Feizy expressly limits any warranty of 
merchantability with respect to the goods being sold to 30 calendar days from the date of purchase. 
Limited implied warranty of fitness: Feizy expressly limits any warranty of fitness for any particular 
purpose with respect to the goods being sold to 30 calendar days from the date of purchase. Except 
as provided herein, Feizy's rugs are provided "as is".

Exclusiones y Limitaciones de la Garantía: debido a la naturaleza de estos productos, el color y 
el tamaño puede variar. Garantía implícita limitada de comerciabilidad: Feizy expresamente limita 
cualquier garantía de comerciabilidad con respecto a los bienes vendidos a 30 días calendario desde 
la fecha de compra.  Garantía implícita limitada de idoneidad: Feizy expresamente limita cualquier 
garantía de idoneidad por cualquier fin particular con respecto a los bienes vendidos a 30 días 
calendario desde la fecha de compra.  Salvo lo establecido en el presente, las alfombras de feizy se 
proporcionan "como están".

Avis de Non-Responsabilité et Limitations de Garantie: en raison de la nature de ces produits, 
la couleur et la taille peuvent varier.  Garantie limitée implicite de qualité marchande: Feizy limite 
expréssement toute garantie de qualité marchande relative à la vente de biens à 30 jours civils 
à compter de la date d'achat.  Garantie limitée implicite de bon fonctionnement: Feizy limite 
expréssement toute garantie de bon fonctionnement pour toute fin particulière relative à la vente de 
biens à 30 jours civils à compter de la date d'achat.  Sauf dispositions contraires des présentes, les 
tapis de Feizy sont fournis "en l'état".

CARE INSTRUCTIONS / INSTRUCCIONES DE CUIDADO / INSTRUCTIONS DE SOINS:

BRIXTON Country of Origin / País de Origen / Pays d'Origine: Turkey / Turquie / Turquía 
Content / Contenido / Contenu: 100% Polypropylene / 100% Polipropileno / 100% Polypropylène
RN#: 83652

Blot spills with cloth / Manchas de derrame con toalla / Éponger avec un 
chiffon le dégât

Call professional for big spills / Llame a un profesional para grandes 
derrames / Appelez un professionnel pour les gros dégâts

Roll rug only - No folding / Solamente enrrollarse - no doblarse / 
Seulement rouler le tapis - Pas de pliage

Sizes / Tamaños / Tailles:

1'8" x 2'10" (0.51m x 0.86m)

5' x 8' (1.52m x 2.44m)

8' x 11' (2.44m x 3.35m)

10' x 13'2" (3.05m x 4.01m)

2'10" x 7'10" Runner (0.86m x 2.39m)

Do not get wet / No mojarse / Ne pas mouiller

No detergents / No detergentes / Pas de détergents

No direct sunlight - will cause fading / No luz solar directa - provoca 
decoloración / Pas de lumière directe du soleil - provoque la 
décoloration

Vacuum - high or no beaters in use / Aspiradora - En alto sin usar el 
rodillo / Aspirateur - Haute ou les brosses ne sont pas utilisés

Brixton 3602F in Atlantic ©2016 Tobias Tovera

Use a rug pad - avoid slips and color transfer to floor below / Use un 
antiderrapante - Evita resbalones y traslado del color a el piso / Utiliser 
un sous-tapis - Évitez les sous-tapis glissants ou de couleur qui pour-
raient marquer le plancher
*Indoor Use Only / Solamente Para Uso En Interiores / Utilisation En Intérieur

ABOUT YOUR RUG

Find Construction, Care, and Cleaning Information on the Label
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Check the back label for detailed information about your rug including additional sizes, 
care and cleaning best practices, country of origin, and component fibers.

No direct sunlight- will cause 
fading

No detergentsAllergy risk: contains wool

Blot spills with cloth

Call professional for big spills

Clean with water 
Add mild detergent if needed

Do not get wet

Flatweave

Hang to dry - after long periods of 
exposure to moisture

Handmade

Indoor/Outdoor

Looped pile

Recycled materials

Reversible

Roll rug only - No folding

Shake to clean

Use a rug pad - avoid slips and color 
transfer to floor below

Use carpet sweeper to clean

Vacuum - high or no beaters 
in use
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Color Variation

Each Feizy Rug is unique. The color in handmade 
rugs can vary from piece to piece as dyes change 
over time.

Shedding

While shedding will gradually diminish (depending 
on traffic volume), in some cases, it cannot be 
avoided. Wool rugs will always shed, but after 25-
30 vacuums, you should see a decrease. However, 
some rugs will shed over the course of their 
lifetime.

Sprouting

Occasionally, a loop in your rug may pull up from 
the pile. Use a pair of scissors to cut the loop even 
with the surrounding pile. Do not pull the loop as 
this can make the problem worse. 

Creasing 

If your rug is rolled or folded during shipping, it may 
have creases. Creasing should disappear in a few 
weeks while the rug is laid out. Reverse rolling the  
rug overnight can accelerate this process.

ABOUT YOUR RUG
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Odor

Shipping rugs in a sealed wrap can saturate odors 
from dyes and yarns into the pile. Once the rug 
is exposed to fresh air, most odors will dissipate 
within a few days to a week.

Fading

Even color in fade resistant rugs can fade over time 
if exposed to direct sunlight.

Wear

Over time, rug wear is unavoidable. All rugs should 
be rotated two to four times a year to balance and 
evenly distribute color and traffic wear.

Soil

Walking over your rug with shoes on can impart 
dirt and other particles. Over time, these particles 
can work down through the pile and deteriorate the 
foundation of your rug.

Pictured: Dalia 6356F Mist
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Everyday accidents happen, but that doesn't mean your rug's appearance has to suffer.  
Here are six easy steps to ensure your rug won't pay the price of mishaps.

1. Act Fast
2. Blot - Never Rub
3. Clean - Edge to Center 
4. Do not soak
5. Pat and Fan Dry
6. Brush Pile

CARE AND CLEANING

SPOT

Alcoholic Drink A Crayon B

Ammonia/Alkali A Dye (blue/black) C

Beer E Dye (red) E

Bleach A Egg B

Blood C Excrement C

Butter B Fruit Juice E

Candy/Sugar A Furniture Polish B

Carbon Black B Gravy A

Charcoal A Hair Oil B

Chocolate/Cocoa A Hair Spray B

Coffee D Hand Lotion B

Cooking Oil B Ice Cream B

Cosmetics B Ketchup B

SPOT

Lard D Shortening B

Lipstick A Soft Drink E

Machine Oil B Soy Sauce B

Mayonnaise B Starch B

Milk A Tar B

Mixed Drinks E Tea D

Mud A Toothpaste A

Mustard E Varnish B

Paint B Vaseline B

Perfume A Vomit B

Rust A Washable Ink A

Salad Dressing B Wine G

Sauce A

Special instructions 

Take caution while cleaning a rug; start with an inconspicuous area. If you are uncertain 
about your ability to effectively clean the rug on your own, Feizy recommends you first 
consult a rug cleaning professional. Feizy accepts no liability for damages that a rug may 
incur during the cleaning process listed above.
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Solution Formulas 

Detergent Solution: 1 tsp dishwashing liquid + 1 c. water
Ammonia Solution: 1 oz. ammonia + 1 c. water
Vinegar Solution: 1 part vinegar + 2 parts water

Do-it-yourself cleaning tips: 

Food and Beverage: Vacuum dry spills thoroughly on machine-made rugs. For wet spills, 
use 1/4 teaspoon of mild liquid detergents with a cup of water. 

Red Wine: Pouring salt over spills on all dark liquids will absorb the liquid like a sponge. 

Pet Messes: Use a vinegar solution, 1 cup white vinegar to 2 cups of water. Rinse with 
cold water and blot dry.  
 
Paint, Oil & Grease: Use nail polish remover. Rinse with cold water and blot dry.

Common spills and recommended home cleaning solutions 

Method A: Detergent - Vinegar - Detergent - Water

Method B: Cleaning Fluids - Detergent - Water - Ammonia - Detergent - Water

Method C: Detergent - Vinegar - Ammonia - Detergent - Water

Method D: Detergent - Ammonia - Detergent - Water

Method E: Detergent - Water

Method F: Detergent - Ammonia - Vinegar - Detergent

Method G: Salt - Water - Detergent - Water
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Wool Rugs 

• With a dry cotton towel or white paper towel, blot the stain as much as possible and 
scrape off any food or debris with a dull instrument. 

• Mix a very small amount of dish soap with a cup of cold water. With a clean sponge 
and soap mix (avoid using excessive water), gently remove remainder of the stain and 
then blot the area with a dry towel.  

• Avoid excessive heat or agitation, as wool rugs are more prone to bleeding and staining 
than synthetic rugs. We recommend using a professional rug cleaner on 
an annual basis.

Pictured: Vivendi 6402F Navy/Blue

CARE AND CLEANING
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Natural Fiber Rugs ( Jute ) 

• Natural fiber rugs inherently have loose fibers and knots. Regularly vacuum rug on low 
power setting, making sure to vacuum from different angles. 

• Loose threads on the face of the rug should be trimmed with household scissors. To 
avoid unraveling or damaging the rug, never pull threads from the face of the rug 

• Do not dry clean, as strong cleaning chemicals may damage or fade the rug. 

• Spills should be gently blotted with a clean, undyed cloth to absorb as much of the 
spill as possible and prevent spreading. For stubborn stains, use a professional cleaning 
service that specializes in natural fiber rugs. 

Pictured: Neela 6187F Beige
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Synthetic Fiber Rugs ( Polypropylene | Polyethylene )
 
• With a dry cotton towel or white paper towel, blot the stain as much as possible and 

scrape off any food or debris with a dull instrument. 

• Mix a very small amount of dish soap with a cup of cold water. With a clean sponge 
and soap mix, remove the remainder of stain and then blot the area with a dry towel.

Pictured: Keats 3466F Turquoise

CARE AND CLEANING
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Indoor/Outdoor Rugs

• With a dry cotton towel or white paper towel, blot the stain as much as possible and 
scrape off any food or debris with a dull instrument. 

• Mix a very small amount of dish soap with a cup of cold water. With a clean sponge 
and soap mix, remove remainder of the stain. Allow the area to dry. 

• For all-over cleaning, spray with a soap and water mixture and rinse  
with a garden hose.

Pictured: Liana 0620F Reef
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VACUUMING

VACUUM REGULARLY...

The number one way to ensure rug integrity is vacuuming. Vacuuming regularly helps prevent 
dirt on the surface of the rug from filtering down into the pile where it can accumulate and 
cause increased wear. Vacuum once a week for light traffic, one to three times a week for 
moderate traffic, and daily for heavy or pet traffic. Occasionally, vacuum the back of the rug 
to remove the fine grit that may damage the foundation of the rug and remember to vacuum 
both sides of reversible rugs to prevent dirt from settling into the fibers. 

...BUT CAREFULLY 

Many of today’s vacuums are high powered and standard vacuuming can pull threads 
through the rug backing. Vacuums equipped with a power brush create a raking effect on the 
rug and can weaken the knots. Ideally, use a canister vacuum (or the handheld attachment 
on an upright vacuum) to clean your rug. Remember, brooms and manual sweepers are 

just as effective and often a safer maintenance option.

BEATER BARS

When using an upright vacuum, disengage the beater bar as this can pull fibers from the 
rug and cause premature deterioration. If you are unable to manually turn off the beater bar, 
set the vacuum to its highest setting and gently set the vacuum on the rug.
 
FRINGE

Avoid vacuuming the fringe on your rug. The fibers can be caught and destroyed by the 
rotating mechanism of the vacuum’s brush. Continuous friction on a fringed or serged edge 
can deteriorate the fibers over time. Fringed edges are sensitive and a handheld attachment 
is ideal for routine cleaning. Should the fringe of your rug become damaged, seek immediate 
assistance from a reputable rug repair workshop.
 
SHAG RUGS

Avoid vacuuming shag rugs entirely as traditional vacuuming can severly damage the rug 
fibers. Instead, shag rugs should be carried outside and beaten to loosen dirt and release 
foreign particles.
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ADDITIONAL CARE TIPS

ROTATION

Rotate your rug at least once a year to ensure even wear.  
In higher traffic areas, rotation should be more frequent. 
Continual, direct exposure to sunlight will damage a rug 
and the frequent rotation will equalize the effect of 
the sun. Use window shades, shutters, or curtains 
as often as possible to protect your rug from 
damaging ultra-violet rays. This will also protect 
the colors from fading. 

RUG PADS

A good quality pad can extend the life of your rug. 
A rug pad will help protect from dirt, wear and 

slippage, especially in heavy traffic areas. Pads 
should be about an inch smaller than the rug all the 
way around (excluding the fringe) so that the pad 
will not show beneath the rug. Ask your rug dealer 
about the difference between padding options.
 
STORAGE

Throroughly clean and dry your rug before 
storing. Use a vacuum to pull as much 
moisture out of the rug as possible and, if 
cleaning outside on a warm day, allow to air 
dry for 10-12 hours. Tufted and machine-
made rugs should be rolled and stored out of 
direct sunlight. Hand-knotted rugs can be 
stored either rolled or folded depending 
on the knot density. For rugs with a higher 
knot count, rolling is preferable to prevent 
breakage of the foundation. 
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FREQUENTLY ASKED QUESTIONS

How do I get creases out of my rug?

Creases will disappear after a few weeks if the rug is flat on the ground. You can also 
reverse roll (opposite the delivery roll) your rug to accelerate the process.

How do I clean my shag rug?

Depending on the size, shag rugs can be simply shaken out to remove loose particles. 
Vacuum the rug without the beater bar as the abrasive wires can pull and damage the rug 
pile. Do not pull loose threads from the rug as this can also degrade the pile.

How should I vacuum my rug?

Vacuum the rug in one, consistent direction. Start at one end and vacuum the entire 
length of the rug. On the return pass, slightly overlap the first pass. Avoid using the beater 
bar as the abrasive wires can pull and damage the rug.

How do I remove stains?

You can find information about how to clean over 50 different blemishes including tailored 
cleaning treatments for various rug styles and tips about extending the life of your rug at 
www.feizy.com/rugcare. 
 
Where can I find comprehensive Care and Cleaning information?

You can find information about how to clean over 50 different blemishes including tailored 
cleaning treatments for various rug styles and tips about extending the life of your rug at 
www.feizy.com/rug-care-and-cleaning.  
 

Where can I find your current stock?

If you are a dealer or gallery customer, register on our website at feizy.com to stay up-to-
date on what we have for your customers.
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There’s an issue with the quality of my rug. How can you help?

Send a photo of the problem to Feizy’s Customer Service Department,  
customerservice@feizy.com. We will provide a solution or send a representative  
to clean the rug or fix the problem. 
 

How much is a rug from the Custom Rug Program?

Feizy's Custom Rug Program allows you to create a one-of-a-kind work of art that 
specifically matches your taste and style. As a result, the cost of a rug from the Custom 
Rug Program is unpredictable depending on the quality, color, and constitution of the rug 
you desire. Contact custom@feizy.com  for more information.  

Catalog Orders

Our Customer Service Representatives can help with catalog orders, product availability, 
product cost, and payments. Once ordered, transactions are processed within 24-48 
hours and rugs in stock will ship the next day. Occasionally, rugs will be on back order 
which could delay the shipping process (see below). Contact Customer Service by phone 
at 1.800.779.0877 or by email, customerservice@feizy.com.

Back-Ordered Product

Occasionally, due to factors outside our control, we may have a production delay that 
extends manufacture time. For example, jute rugs require sunlight to dry, but during the 
rainy season, ideal weather is impossible to predict.
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Abrash: A change in the color of a rug due to differences in the wool or dye batch. The 
color change runs across the rug, and is most likely to occur at the top. This can be 
caused by unevenly applied dyes, using wool from different dye lots, difference in the wool, 
and poor dye-drying methods.  

All-over pattern: Continuous design throughout the field of the rug.

Antique Finish/Wash: A modern chemical washing procedure that produces softer tones 
or “antiques” the rug to simulate aging.  

Asymmetrical Knot: A knot that may be open to the right or the left. Also known as Persian 
or Senneh knot.

Aubusson: A flat weave, pileless rug predominantly made in China and India, featuring a 
floral medallion with curvilinear floral borders and soft pastel colors.

Border: A design around the edge of a rug, surrounding the field. The border usually 
includes a wide bank with a repeating design, called the main border.

Boteh: A pear-shaped figure often used in Oriental rug designs. Characteristic of the 
paisley pattern, the boteh may represent a leaf, bush, or a pinecone.

GLOSSARY

This guide only covers a small part of the history, traditions, and methods used by master 
craftsmen for centuries. As you learn more about these techniques and processes, you 
may come across some of the terms below. 
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Carding: The combing of fibers with wire bristle brushes prior to spinning.

Cartoon Mapping: A grid on paper with colored spaces to guide rug weavers in the 
execution of a rug’s design. 

Carving: The process of shearing around a design or symbol to enhance the look of the 
rug. This is commonly done in some Chinese and Tibetan rugs.

Chemical Washing: Rugs may be washed in chemical solutions to soften (bleach) colors, 
to increase the luster of fibers and to lend the pile a softer “hand,” or feel.

Colorfast: Describes a dye that is stable to both light and washing.

Combing: The process of preparing wool fibers for spinning by sorting them in the same 
direction.

Cotton: The most common fiber for making weft and warp. It is also occasionally found in 
the pile. 

Crushing: The loss of pile thickness as a result of foot traffic.

Dhurrie: A flat weave, pileless rug generally composed of simple, geometric designs. Most 
Dhurries are woven in India, Afghanistan, or Pakistan and are made of wool or cotton.

Dye (natural/synthetic): A substance used to color fiber, yarn or textiles.

Dyrnak gul: See Gul

Field: The part of a rug's design surrounded by the border. The field may be blank or 
contain medallions or an all-over pattern.

Flat weave: Any rug woven without a knotted pile.

Foundation: The combination of warps and wefts in the body of a rug.

Fringe: Warps extending from the ends of a rug, which are treated in several ways to 
prevent the wefts and knots from unraveling. 

Ghiordes knot: See Symmetrical knot
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Glide Reflection: Rigid motion with reflected repetition along a line.

Guard borders: Narrow decorative designs flanking the main border.

Gul: A medallion, either octagonal or angular in shape, used in Turkman designs. It is often 
repeated to form an all-over pattern in the field. 
 
Handmade: Any rug constructed by hand. 

Hand-tufting: A form of hooking; yarns are pushed through the foundation of a rug (usually 
canvas) with a tufting gun to form a pattern.

Jufti knot: A knot tied over four warps instead of the usual two.
 
Kilim: A flat weave pileless rug woven using the tapestry technique. Commonly decorated 
with geometric patterns and bright colors, these rugs are usually used in high traffic areas 
like kitchens and game rooms.

Kork: Any fine wool.

Knots: The wrapping around the warps of the yarn (usually wool) threads, the ends of 
which project to form the pile of the rug. 

Knots per square inch: Number of knots per square inch rates the knot quality in Hand-
knotted rugs. Usually noted by the K.P.S.I. designation (i.e., K.P.S.I. 240).

Loom: A wooden structure that holds the warp and weft threads for weaving the rug. It can 
be vertical or horizontal. The height and width of the loom determines the rug size.

Matting: The result of the untwisting of the yarn and intermingling of the yarn tips as a 
result of foot traffic. 

Medallion: The large enclosed portion of a design, usually in the center. Typical shapes 
are diamonds, octagons, ovals, and hexagons.

Nap: Top or body of the rug where the knot ends are cut. 

 

 

GLOSSARY
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Needlepoint: A flat weave, pileless rug woven using a stitch similar to a cross-stitch. 
Mainly produced in China, workers peer through the canvas to follow the design, which is 
spread out flat underneath it. Workers stitch directly onto the canvas.
 
Node: One loop of a pile knot around a warp as seen from the back of the rug.
 
Oriental Rug: A Hand-knotted piled or flat woven fabric made from natural fibers (most 
commonly wool or silk.)

Overcasting: A process by which selvedges are wrapped or interwoven with a yarn that is 
not part of the foundation weft. 

Patina: The mellowing of the surface appearance of a rug usually with age or use. Can 
also be achieved with chemical washes. 

Pattern: Foundation of the rug design.

Persian Knot: See Asymmetrical knot

Pile: The nap of the rug, or the tufts remaining after the knotted yarns are clipped.

Plug: A piece of a rug sewn or woven into the hole of another rug.

Ply: Two or more yarns spun together.

Power-Loomed: Machine-made rug 

Runners: Usually rugs measuring not more than 3 to 4 ft. wide and ranging from 8 to 20 
ft. in length.

Scatter Rug (throw rug): Any small rug under 3’ x 5’. Usually used as kitchen, bathroom, 
or front door rugs.

Scouring: The washing of wool to remove unwanted lanolin and other impurities.

Senneh Knot: See Asymmetrical Knot 
 
Selvedge: The edge warps of a rug and the foundation weft around those warps. 
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Serging: A method of finishing edges of area rugs by using heavy, colored yarn sewn 
around the edges in a close, overcast stitch.

Shearing: The professional removal of a sheep’s wool.

Silk: Comes from the cocoon of silkworms. Because it is an expensive fiber, it is less 
frequently used as a pile material in handmade rugs than wool.

Soumak: A flat weave, pileless rug woven from a technique that produces a herringbone 
effect. This special weaving technique is also known as weft wrapping. Soumaks generally 
have a mixed cotton and wool foundation with geometric and brightly colored designs. 
This weaving method is also used to produce storage bags, cradles, and other every-day 
necessities. 

Spin: The direction of a yarn’s twist.

Staple: The average length of fibers in a yarn.

Symmetrical knot: A knot tied on two warps; also known as the Ghiordes or Turkish knot.
Talim card: A written description of the numbers of pile knots and their colors needed to 
create a specific design. Used in the execution of a rug’s design. 

Tea Stain: See Antique Finish/Wash 

Tibetan knot: A distinctly different knot. Tibetan rugs are woven by wrapping a continuous 
length of yarn over a rod laid across the warps stretched on the loom. When the rod has 
been wrapped for its entire length, a knife is slid along the rod, cutting the wrapped yarn 
into two rows of pile tufts. 

Translation: Rigid motion with repetition along a line. 
 

Turkish knot: See “Symmetrical knot”. 
 
Turn-arounds: Reversals in direction of the new wefts.
 
Warp: Comprising the foundation, parallel warp yarns run the length of the rug, and are 
interlaced with wefts.
 
Warp-faced: A rug in which warps are more closely spaced than wefts and wefts are 
concealed. In a balanced plain weave rug, warps and wefts are equally visible.

GLOSSARY
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Warp Offset: A technique whereby some warps are held tightly in place while others in the 
same rug are held in place loosely. 

Washing: See Antique Finish/Wash 

Weft: The yarns woven horizontally through the warps.

Weft-faced: A rug in which the weft yarns are more closely spaced than the warp yarns.

Weft Twining: A weft wrapping method in which two wefts pass across warps, twisting 
together after each wrap or at regular intervals.

Whip Stitch: A stitch used to overcast and lock the final weft in rug ends.

Wool: The soft wavy or curly undercoat of various hairy mammals, especially the sheep. 

Woolen: A wool yarn of mixed staple that has been carded.  Fibers are neither as long nor 
as parallel as worsted yarn.  The average length of woolen yarn is shorter than 3 inches. 

Worsted: A process that occurs prior to spinning, whereby wool yarns are firmly twisted 
from combed fibers that are longer than three inches in length.  This process improves 
the wool’s quality by leaving only the longer pieces of fiber for final spinning. It is used to 
weave more intricate patterns.

Yarn: A continuous, often plied strand composed of either natural or man-made fibers or 
filaments. Used in weaving and knitting to form cloth.
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